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Gateway can be used as a Stand alone device to connect remote wireless sensors 
back to either an AMS or Modbus system or Both.
Unit comprises of 2 x Radios – DUST WiHart Radio and a 245U-E-G/A Radio/ (No 945 
Option as of yet)
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Concentrator allows for longer connectivity of the WiHart network.
Gateways can be placed out in the field and using the 245U-E Radio can do the long 
haul transfer.  The Concentrator provides the local Hart & Modbus Interface at control 
room etc.
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This is shown as Stand alone option of Gateway only.
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With Concentrator you still have a Gateway out in the field collecting all remote 
sensors and this is then forwarded to the Concentrator
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Overall the Concentrator can connect up to 4 x Gateways allowing for full plant 
connectivity, Point to note is that all sensors are typically battery and low powered 
devices.  Range is very short and installation areas are in very obstructed locations.
Antenna’s are fixed on the sensor so no coax to get antenna line of site.  This means 
that Gateways need to be closer to the sensors and large systems will need more 
gateways.
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Comparing to a normal ELPRO style programming, for Wireless Hart we have Network 
ID which is similar to your System address.  Join Keys are 32 bit keys which are similar 
to say an Encryption key.
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Network formation is a secure process to authenticate devices before they are 
allowed to join the network. Network advertisements, or beacons, are periodically 
broadcast by the devices that are already in the network. In order to join the 
network, a new device must receive a beacon. Once the beacon is heard, the new 
device will send a join request to the network manager, which resides at the top of 
the WirelessHART network. The join request consists of the device’s programmed 
Network ID, Join Key, and other identifying information. If the network ID and join 
key are accepted by the network manager, it will respond to the new device with 
authorization information, the data path through the mesh, and the time slots on 
which the device should transmit. After this, the device is completely joined to the 
network and can begin publishing data.
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Configuration is performed using Web server in module.
Default IP address is on serial number label
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The Wireless Hart Network Page provides for Network ID and Join Keys. To allow the 
gateway to control the sensor network.  All sensors are programmed via their own 
software.
To communicate to the Wireless Hart sensors we must also enable the MUX.  This is 
shown here as either the Gateway in standalone mode or the Concentrator when 
used will have it enabled.  Both modules can not enable it at same time.
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Device Table allows you to bring in all sensors to the network and then they are saved 
in the list.

Typically there is up to 250 Channels however you will find that with a system this 
large the timing would be very slow and better to use more gateways and split it up.
Each Sensor will have its own channel.

Once Table has been refreshed press save and reset to lock into place.

You can add entries if you wish and also delete old entries also.  The device table is 
used to give the order that the AMS will be communicating to the Network, so 
chopping and changing this list means AMS will be out of order also.
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For the Modbus Interface we can provide for the 4 x Main Variables of each hart 
device.  10 registers are allocated.  By selecting Auto Populate it will pull from the 
Device Table list and add here.
The Enable WiHart Check box needs to be selected along with providing a Device ID 
for the Gateway/Concentrator device.  

This is Modbus Slave Only and can be TCP or RTU.  4 x Variables are Floating Point.

A communications Fail register indicates when loss of communications to remote 
Wireless Hart Device has occurred.
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Screen is showing a connection to PACTWare for AMS and also a Modbus Connection.
You can see the first 2 Variables are not displayed on both and Variables 3 & 4 are 
displayed and both the same.
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Features in the 315 Modules for Diagnostics is Device Information. You can view 
which devices in the table are actually operational at the current moment also by 
selecting them view the connected data along with RSSI and other module details.  
This is handy for fault finding as it is a Half way point between sensor and 
AMS/Modbus.
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Screen showing AMS/Modbus and Diagnostics providing all the same Variable 
information.
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Topology viewer is available from the Gateway module diagnostics menu only as this 
module has the DUST Radio in it.  You can over Wi-Fi view this page at the 
Concentrator.   This can provide an overall snapshot of system, repeaters begin used, 
upstream / downstream paths.
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Data Concentrator WebPages are similar to the Gateway only main difference for the 
links is no Topology viewer in Diagnostics.
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Main Network page provides for the 4 x Gateway IP addresses to consolidate all 
Gateways to the Concentrator.
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